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This paper is in two parts. In Part I, I discusstwo importantpoints on which
Jan Narvesonand I disagree.' In Part II, I discusswhat I think is the central
point on which we disagree.

(i) I... want to take issue with vanInwagen'sclaim that his argument,if
events'.
valid,wouldstill not lead to the conclusionthat thereare 'uncaused
(p. 85) I think Narveson wants to take issue with my claim (IFD, p. 196)
that the denial of determinismdoes not entail that there are uncausedevents.
(This claim, if true, blocks the inference from 'Van Inwagen'sargumentis
sound' and 'We have free will' to 'There are uncausedevents'.) But if this is
what he wants to take issue with, it is puzzling that he should ask, "Does
he mean that in the ordinarysenseof 'cause'... his definition [of determinism]
does not imply the definition of determinismin terms of every event havinga
cause?" (p. 86) This question seems to be equivalent to the question
whether I think this is true: Determinism(in the sense defined in IFD) does
not entail universalcausation. An interestingquestion, but irrelevantto my
argument. The relevant question is whether I think this is true: The denial
of determinism does not entail the denial of universalcausation. And the
answeris, that's what I said and that's what I think.
Why do I think this? Because to infer the denial of universalcausation
from the denial of determinism,one needs at least three additionalpremises:
P(1)

P(2)

If an event (or fact, change,state of affairs,or what have you) has
a cause, then its cause is alwaysitself an event (or what have you)
and nevera substance,such as a man
If event (or what have you) A was the cause of event B, then it
follows, giventhat A happenedand giventhe laws of physics, that
B could not have failed to happen, thatA 'causallynecessitated'B
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P(3)

Everychain of causesthat has no earliestmemberis such that, for
every time t, some event in that chain happens earlier than t

and I doubt whether all three of these premisesare true. I am in particular
doubt about P(2). I shall not here explain why these three premises are
requiredfor the deduction of 'Some event has no cause' from 'Determinism
is false' or defend my skepticism about them. I refer the interestedreaderto
R. M. Chisholm, 'Freedom and Action'2 [P(l)], G. E. M. Anscombe, Causality and Determination3 [P(2)], and Jan tucasiewicz, 'On Determinism'4
[P(3)].
An incidental note: in his argument of p. 86, Narveson passes from
saying that if my argumentsare sound and if we have free will then "some
events are inexplicable in terms of antecedent events and physical laws", to
suggestingthat, if these two conditions are satisfied,then some events areinexplicable simpliciter. And he gives no argumentto show that such a move
is legitimate. Thereare other sorts of explanationthan nomological-deductive
explanation. Does Narveson want to say that if no nomological-deductive
explanation can be given for some event, it follows that no teleological(say)
explanation can be given for that event? I should like to see an argumentfor
that.
(ii) Narvesonobjects to my claim that, while one is necessarilyunableto
render false any proposition that is a physical law, there might well be
psychologicallaws that one could renderfalse (IFD, p. 187).
After all, what is there about the 'lawsof physics' that is relevant to his
argument?Only one thing: viz., thatgiventhe set of themas assumedpremises,
one can deduce any propositionabout the state of the universeat a particular
time from any proposition about the state of the universeat any other time.
(p. 86) The feature Narvesonattributesin this passageto the set of physical
laws is not a necessaryor even an actualpropertyof this set. It is a featureof
the laws of physics only in those possible worlds in which determinismis
true, a category into which, if current physics in anything other than a
ghastly illusion, the actual world does not fall. A property of physical laws
that is rather more obviously 'relevant' to my argument than the one
Narveson mistakenly attributes to them is this: No one can render any of
them false. And the laws of physicshave this property(I claim) of conceptual
necessity: they have it in all possibleworlds,includingindeterministicworlds
like the actualworld. Consideran indeterministicset of physicallaws that en-
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tails that if A happens, either B or C happens,and which entails neither that
if A happens, B happens nor that if A happens, C happens. Nothing in the
supposition that these laws are the only physical laws rendersthe following
impossible: Given that A happens, it is up to us, we have a choice, whether
B happens or C happens. But our supposition does renderthis impossible:
Given that A happens, it is up to us whether eitherB or C, on the one hand,
or somethingelse, on the other, happens.And this limitation on what is up to
us, on what we have a choice about, is not due to its being the case that 'If
A happens, then B or C happens'is a consequence of a deterministicset of
physical laws (for we have supposedthat the set of physicallaws is not deterministic); it is due to the fact that this proposition is a consequenceof a set
of physical laws.

Insinuatingthat 'voluntaristic
laws' wouldhave the curiouspropertyof
beingchangeableat the will of the agentis, afterall, simplyadmittingthat
they are not laws:if I can do somethingwhichis contraryto a generalstatementaboutmy behavior,
I therebyshowthatthisstatementisfalse,ie., that
it is not a law of my behavior.(p. 86) A key clause in this passage("if I can
do something ... statementis false") resistsmy best efforts to interpretit. (Cf.
'If I can insult Jones, I thereby offend him'.) PerhapsNarvesonmeans only:
'If I do something which is contrary to a general statement about my behavior, I thereby show that this statement is false'. This is true, and I won't
deny it. But I will deny the following proposition which I think Narveson
would want to defend: If I can (but don't) do something contrary to some
(true) generalstatementabout humanbehavior,then it follows that this statement is not a law.
Suppose psychologists discover that anyone who receivedmoral training
of type A in early childhood neverspreadslying rumorsabout his professional
colleagues. Suppose you and I in fact received such training.Does it follow
that we can't engagein this shoddy activity?I don't see why it should be supposed to follow. (MarkTwain: "I am morallysuperiorto GeorgeWashington.
He couldn't tell a lie. I can and I don't.") Supposefurtherthat you and I are
in fact able to spreadlying rumorsabout our colleagues. Does it follow that
a statement of the regularitywe imaginedpsychologiststo have discoveredis
(though true) not a law? Well, suppose the existence of this regularityis a
logical consequence of some generallywell-confirmedtheory of humanmoraldevelopment that has great explanatory and predictivepower. Whynot call a
statement of it a law? "But why", someone may ask, "does this regularity
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occur in human behaviorif people don't have to conform to it?" Note that
the only people in a position to depart from this regularpatternof behavior
are those who have in fact had training of type A. Perhapsit is just these
people who see the point in not spreadinglying rumors. To come to see the
point in not exercisinga certainability one has is not to loose that ability.
II

Let us now turn to what was called in IFD the 'MainArgument'and to my
defense of its premises.Narvesonthinks this argumentis objectionable,but I
am not confident I understandhis criticismsof it. In the sequel, I shall defend
my argumentagainstan objection that is at least suggestedby what Narveson
says on p. 85. Before I do this, however,it will be necessaryto get clearabout
how the MainArgumentworks.I had thought this was clear,but Narveson,in
his descriptionof my paper,says things that show that it is not clearto him.
He then presents [a] seven-stepargument,the seventh of which is alleged to
be a consequence of the first six on any relevantanalysis of 'can' ... (p. 83)
Since the argumentNarvesonrefersto (the MainArgument)is formallyvalid,
this is like sayingthat 'God exists' is 'allegedto be' a consequenceof 'If there
is motion, God exists' and 'There is motion' on any relevant analysis of
'motion'. I do claim that the six premisesof the argumentare true on any
(correct) analysis of 'can' in the relevantsense (the 'power'or 'ability'sense).
But what about (4)? Does it follow from (3)? (p. 84) Of course not. I
never claimed it did. On pp. 191-194 of IFD, I defended (I)-(6) severally.
I don't claim that any of them follows from any combination of the others.
Nor do I claim that (7) follows from any proper subset of (1)-(6), nor that
any principlesother than those of sentential logic are needed for the deduction of (7) from (1)-(6). Narvesoncalls the premisesof the MainArgument
'steps'. This gives me the impression that he may have failed to appreciate
these facts. This impression is reinforced by what he says on p. 85 about
the relationsbetween (5), (6), and (7).
So the only important question is this: Is any of (1)-(6) false? Narveson
thinks that premise(4) of the MainArgumentis false. Moreexactly, he thinks
(4) is false if 'render'is understood in its usual sense; and that, if 'render'is
understood is some outre sense, so as to make (4) analytic, then (5) is false.
PerhapsI did not explain my use of this word with sufficient care. I certainly
gave no explicit definition of 'could have renderedfalse'. Nevertheless,what
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I said in my discussionof this phrasein IFD (see pp. 189-190 andnote 5)
makesit tolerablyclearthat I meant'S can renderp false'to mean'Either
p is false,or elsethereis someset of conditionsC suchthat(a)S canproduce
C, and(b) C is sufficientfor the falsityof p'.
But perhapsthis definitionis a bit too vaguefor ourpresentpurposes.In
particular,'sufficient'is vague.Let us tightenup thisdefinition.5Letus first
say that a stateof affairsentailsthefalsityof a proposition
p justin the case
'thebroadlylogical
thatit is not possible(in, to borrowa phraseof Plantinga's
sense')that that state of affairsobtainandp be true.Nowlet us saythatsentencesof the form'S can renderp false'areto be regardedas abbreviations
for the corresponding
sentencesof the form
Eitherp is falseor, if p is true,thenthereis somestateof affairs
A suchthat (a) S can(i.e., hasit withinhis powerto) bringabout
A, and(b)A entailsthe falsityof p.6
This definitionis intendedto be an adequatevehiclefor the expression
of the followingintuitiveconsiderations.
Considerthe propositionsI should
expressif I were to utter any of the followingsentencesat the present
moment
(a)
(b)
(c)

27 x 15 = 405
Magnetsattractiron
Mary,Queenof Scotswasput to deathin 1587

(d)

I have neverread 7he Teachingsof Don Juan

(e)
(f)

No onehaseverreadall of Hume'sEnquiryaloud
Thecupon my deskhasneverbeenbroken.

(All these propositionsare, I think,true.)Thereseemsto me to be at least
one importantandinterestingdifferencebetweenthe relationsI bearto (a)(c) andthose I bearto (d)-(f). The differenceI havein mindmightbe put
this way: Thereis nothingI can do, or couldeverhavedone,aboutthe fact
that (a)-(c) aretrue,andthis is not the casewith (d)-(f). (In sayingthis,I
assumeI havefree will. If I don't,then,of course,thisapparentdifferenceis
idiom of IFD was chosen as a devicefor
illusory.)The 'can-render-false'
thisdistinction:one mayexpressit in thatidiomby saying,"While
expressing
van Inwagencan render,or at least,once couldhaverendered,(d)-{f) false,
he cannotrender,and nevercouldhaverendered,(a)-(c) false."Moreover,
I believe that the above paraphrase
of 'S can renderp false'succeedsin
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marking out just the relation between agent and proposition that I am interested in. (I want to define a relation that holds between agentsandpropositions because I am investigatingthe conceptual relationshipof free will,
a thesis about agents,to determinism,a thesis about propositions.)
Now it may be that I have chosen a misleadingname for this relation.Well,
anyone who does not like my name for it is free to call it 'Charley'.After all,
idiom does not appearin the conclusion[(7)] of the Main
the 'can-render-false'
Argument;it has 'dropped out', and only ordinarywords meant to be taken
in their ordinarysenses are left. The only importantquestionsabout 'S could
have renderedp false' are 'Is the paraphraseof this sentence-formsufficiently
clear that the premises of the Main Argument that contain clauses of that
form have truth-values?'and 'Given this paraphrase,are they in fact true?'I
think the answerto these questionsis Yes.
Narveson,as I said, objects to premise(4). This premisemay be defended
as follows (cf. the defense of (4) in IFD, p. 192). Premise(4) is an instance
(allowingfor a shift of tense) of the following generalprinciple:
(g)

If S can renderR false, and if Q entails R, then S can render Q
false.

(To see this, substitute 'J' for 'S 'P' for 'R', and 'the conjunctionof POand
L' for 'Q'.) Principle(g) is clearlyanalytic. For if Q entailsR, then the denial
of R entails the denial of Q. Therefore,if there is some state of affairsS can
bring about that entails the falsity of R, there is some state of affairs(that
same state of affairs)that S can bringabout that entails the falsity of Q.
So (4) follows from the analytic principle (g). Narvesonthinks that if I
'insist' that (g) is analytic, this insistence will have untoward consequences
for premise (5) of the Main Argument. I am not sure I understand his
reasoning (p. 85), but perhaps it could be representedas follows.7 "Very
well, you have stipulated a sense for 'can renderfalse' such that (g) is, if interpreted accordingto your definition, analytic. But then the following principle
(h)

If Q is a true proposition that concernsonly states of affairsthat
obtained before S's birth, and if S can renderthe conjunctionof
Q andR false, then S can renderR false [IFD, p. 192],

the analyticity of which is essential to your defense of your premise(5), is
certainlynot analytic. For (h) is analytic only if
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If Q is a true proposition that concernsonly states of affairsthat
obtained before S's birth, then S cannot renderQ false

is analytic, which it is not, at least if it is (as it is supposedto be) short for
(i*)

If Q is a true proposition that concems only states of affairsthat
obtained before S's birth, then there is no state of affairsA such
that (a) S can bringabout A, and (b) A entails the falsity of Q.

For if determinismis true (and determinismis at least possibly true) then the
universalclosure of (i*) is false. Considersome state of affairsH that obtains
just in the case that my hand is raised one minute from now, which it will
not be. Let 2?' be the state of affairsthat consistsin the laws of naturebeing
just what they in fact are. Let 'H &Y' designate the conjuction of, or joint
obtaining of, these two states of affairs. Let P1 be some proposition that
expresses the state of the world before my birth. Then I can renderP1 false,
contrary to the claim made by (i). For there is a state of affairs - H & Y such that I can bring this state of affairs about, and such that this state of
affairs entails the falsity of PI . I can bring about H & Y because I can raise
my hand one minute from now, and if I were to raise my hand one minute
from now, H & Y would obtain. I can raise my hand one minute from now
because if I were to choose then to raisemy hand, I should then raiseit, and
this is what it means to say I can raisemy hand one minute from now."
To put this objection to the Main Argument in a nutshell: Given my
definition of 'can render false' and given determinism,one can renderat least
some propositions about the past false, and if this seems counterintuitive,
that the fault of my definition of 'can renderfalse'.
If the reasoningI have attributedto Narvesonis correctthen what follows
is that if the 'conditional analysis'of ability is correct, then premise (5) of
the MainArgumentis false. (Or, if (5) is not false, it is at least the case that
principle (h), the analyticity of which was essential to my defense of (5), is
not analytic.) Now in IFD (p. 197), I conceded that it might very well be the
case that the conditional analysis entails the falsity of some premise of the
Main Argument. I said that if this should turn out to be the case, then I
should simply regardthe 'falsified' premise as a counterexampleto the conditional analysis.
I have not changedmy mind about this. I continue to regard(5) as true
and principle (h) as analytic. Therefore, it seems to me, if the conditional
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analysis is in conflict with (5) or with (h), then the conditional analysisis

wrong.I saythisbecause(h) seemsto me to be moreplausiblethanthe conditionalanalysis.
WhatI havesaidin the last two paragraphs
is merelyan application
to (5)
and(h) of someverygeneralremarksI madeat the closeof IFD.Letus considerthe matterin greaterdetail.
Principle(h) is, I shouldthink, analyticif and only if (i) is. And (i) is
analyzedas (i*). And (i*) seemsto me to be obviouslyanalytic.If thereis
some state of affairsthat entailsthe falsityof sometruepropositionabout
the way the worldwasbeforeI wasborn,thenI can'tbringabout(andnever
couldhavebroughtabout)this state of affairs.If the preceding
sentenceexpresses a falsehood if 'I can' means 'I should if I chose', then 'I can' does not
mean 'I should if I chose'.

Or put the matterthis way. Here are two theses, formallyabout the
Englishlanguage,butnot, perhaps,devoidof metaphysical
implications:
The English sentence 'If some state of affairs entails the falsity

of some true propositionaboutthe way the worldwas beforeI
was born,thenI can'tbringaboutthatstateof affairs'is analytic.
TheEnglishwords'I can'meanthe sameas 'I shouldif I chose'.
Theformerof thesethesesseemsto meto beobviouslytrue(atleastin so faras
'analytic'has a clear sense). The latter I have no particularintuitions about.
Therefore,if these two theses are indeed inconsistent,I unhesitatinglychoose
the former. I have no idea how to argue for these intuitions in any way that
is both clearand non-question-begging.I could say that the past is 'immutable'
or some such, but this would not be very helpful, since it's not clearwhat it
means. Or I could say, "Obviously,if some state of affairsis (in 'the broadly
logical sense') sufficient for Mary, Queen of Scots' having died a natural
death, then it is not within my power to bring about that state of affairs",
but this, perhaps, would be to beg the question. I think I can do no more
than to examine carefully any argumentsthat may be offered for the conclusion that my intuitions about abilities and the past are incorrect. I have
not yet seen any.
One other matter. It is not at all clear that it follows from the truth of
determinismand the correctnessof the conditionalanalysisthat I can render
false some propositionabout the past. Let us returnto the example about my
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raising my hand that figured in my representationof Narveson'sargument
contra (i*). An essential premise of this argumentwas the contention that,
if I can raise my hand one minute from now, then I can bringaboutH & Y?.
This seems to me to be quite doubtful given that determinismis true andH
does not obtain. What seems to me to be more lilely to be the truth is this:
if I can raise my hand one minute from now, then I can bring it about that
?Fdoes-not obtain; that is to say, if I can raise my hand one minute from
now, then I can renderL false.
Let me give an example in support of this intuition. The obtaining of H
is 'ruled out' by the state of the world at some past moment, taken together
with the laws of physics, only assumingthat the laws of physics are deterministic. Let us look at a case in which a certain physicallypossible8 future
state of affairs is 'ruled out' by the actual state of the world one minute
ago taken together with a certain proposition commonly held to be a law
of physics. Consider the state of affairs that consists in my touching the
Viking I lander on Mars one minute from now. That this state of affairs
does not obtain is entailedby the propositionthat nothing travelsfasterthan
186 000 miles per second (commonly held to be a law of physics) taken
together with the state of the world one minute ago (one feature of the
world one minute ago was that the Viking landerand I were at that moment
separatedby a distance greaterthan 22 320 000 [= 2 x 60 x 186 000] miles).
Well, of course, I can't touch the Viking lander one minute from now. But
suppose for the sake of argumentI can. Whatfollows from this supposition?
It seems to me to follow that I can travel faster than 186 000 miles per
second. Let us put this conclusion in terms of states of affairs,in order to
underline the formal analogiesbetween this case and the H-and-.Fcase. Let
M be the state of affairs that consists in my touching the Viking lander one
minute from now. Let * be the state of affairs that consists in its being
the case that nothing travels faster than 186 000 miles per second. Suppose
for the sake of argumentI can bringaboutM. Does it follow that I can bring
about M &Y*? It hardly seems to. Whatseems to follow is that I can bring
it about thatY* does not obtain.
To return to the general case, what seems to me to emerge is this: if
determinism is true and if the conditional analysis is correct, then what
follows is not that I can (though, of course, I shall not) bring about some
state of affairs that entails the falsity of some true proposition about the
past. Rather, what follows is that I can (though, of course I shall not) bring
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about some state of affairsthat entailsthe falsity of somelaw of physics.
is true)bringaboutany
Now sinceI don't thinkI can (evenif determinism
state of affairsthat entailsthe falsityof somephysicallaw, I thinkthe conditionalanalysismustbe wrong.
Syracuse University
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See Jan Narveson,'TakingCompatibilismSeriously',PhilosophicalStudies,this issue.
Narveson'sarticleis a criticismof my 'TheIncompatibilityof FreeWilland Determinism',
PhilosophicalStudies 27 (1975) pp. 185-199, hereinaftercited as IFD. In the sequel,I
presumefamiliaritywith the terminologyand conventionsof IFD. Propositionsreferred
to by number(e.g., '(5)') are those so numberedin IFD.
Lengthypassagesin italicsare quotationsfrom Narveson'spaper.
2 In K. Lehrer(ed.) Freedomand Determinism(New York, 1966).
Inaugurallecture,publishedas a pamphletby CambridgeUniversityPress(1971).
4 In Storrs McCall(ed.) Polish Logic 1920-1939 (Oxford, 1967). See especiallypp.
30-32. For a good recent discussionof this point, see JordanHowardSobel, 'Determinism:A SmallPoint',DialogueXIV (1975) pp. 617-621.
s This tighteningrequiresa minor revisionof premise(2) of the MainArgument:this
premise, which is a subjunctiveconditional,should be replacedwith the corresponding
strict conditional.
6 In the languageof my paper, 'A FormalApproachto the Problemof Free Willand
Determinism',Theoria(1974, PartI) pp. 9-22, 'S can renderp false'may be paraphrased
as '3 x(H(Sx) & p is false in x)', if we ignoresome problemsabout tenses.All the verbs
in the paraphrasegiven in the presentpaperare to be regardedas tenseless,except for
'can', which is, of course,in the presenttense. A paraphraseof 'S could haverenderedp
false' can be got by replacing'can bringabout'in the paraphrasein the text with 'could
havebroughtabout'.
I have given an explanationof sentences of the form 'S can render[or could have
rendered]p false', and this does not provideus with any obviousway of understanding
sentencesof the form 'S does renderp false'.But thisis not a veryseriousomission,since
nowhere in the Main Argumentor in my defense of its premisesdoes there occur any
sentenceof the latterform.
7 If what follows is not a representation
of Narveson'sargument,then I do not know
what his argumentis. At any rate,it is an interestingargumentand I welcomethe chance
to say somethingabout it. The possibilityof arguingin this way was pointedout to me
in conversationby RaymondMartinand MichaelGardnerseveralyearsago.
8 This future state of affairsis 'physicallypossible'in the sense that there are possible
worlds in which it obtains in which the laws of physics are the same as those of the
actual world. Thereis, however,anothersense of 'physicallypossible'in whichit is not
physicallypossible.See note 3 (p. 12) to the articlecited in note 6 above.

